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ABSTRACT 
Water fountains have been used for thousands of years for 

utilitarian and aesthetic purposes. Fountain design provides an 

excellent opportunity for multidisciplinary projects for 

engineering and art students. In this paper, a falling water 

system is designed for an indoor fountain with a special effect 

feature. This system produces letters of the alphabet, simple 

shapes, and symbols with water jets. A microcontroller is used 

and programmed to create and sequence through interesting 

arrangements of water displays. This paper offers the 

hardware and software parts of light fountain control system 

that adjusts the water heads. The fountain hardware system 

consists of Arduino MEGA 2560, relays, water valves, power 

supply to operate the electrical circuit, in addition to the iron 

structure of the presentation of the shapes. The software part 

consists of the visual basic language written in a PC device 

and C-Language written on Arduino device to control the 

falling water system. The experimental results are tested for 

different alphabetic words and graphical shapes.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the most recent years, individuals needs in the fields of 

stylish taste, and tender loving care has significantly changed. 

In the open-air furniture field, individuals require more 

specific highlights to make their spaces comfortable, livable 

and unique. This pattern has too influenced a traditional 

component of open-air decorations [1]. From that point 

forward fountains have been utilized for some reasons, for 

example, evaporative cooling in dry atmospheres, creating 

breathtaking water shows, filling in as a central the point in an 

urban  setting, veiling traffic commotion, making mitigating 

sounds, and so forth. Among the most well-known fountains 

have been those that make embellishments, for example, 

astonishing individuals in water jokes, moving statues by 

streaming water, creating uncommon and energetic water 

planes, joining water and fire in sensational shows, and 

including music or potentially lighting [2]. Fountain refers to 

a framework where water is drawn from a source, fills a bowl 

of some sort, and is depleted away. Fountains might be 

detached or associated with dividers of structures. Fountains 

of water may stream over different kinds of surfaces: stone, 

concrete. Bowls may flood [3]. Fluid water is a remarkable 

substance. It is a deformable yet to a great extent 

incompressible. Because of its polar nature, water normally 

draws in itself, limiting surface vitality. This additionally 

enables it to be pulled in to electric charges. Albeit 

intrinsically non-conductive, most water contains pollutions 

that enable it to convey power. It is straightforward, 

permitting it to fill in as a light guide. Water has a high 

warmth limit and is thermally conductive. It conveys sound 

very well. For the reasons for experimentation, it is helpful 

that it is likewise modest, broadly accessible, non-harmful, 

and simple to sound [4]. The direct gush of a fountain now 

isn't enough, individuals need more and attempt a more 

noteworthy visual effect. On request to satisfy this need, 

particular creators have made the moving fountains (or 

melodic fountains), which consolidate water and light plays 

based on a replicated the music track. This new sort of 

furniture has gathered significant achievement as of late, 

making another and exceptionally requested field in the 

fountains' market. The most punctual record of fountains goes 

back to 4000 BC in Iran1. For a huge number of years the 

fountains were gravity nourished - either legitimately from a 

running fountain of water, for example, a river that was found 

at a higher elevation2, or from a holding tank fabricated 

simply behind the fountain. Straightforward gadgets were 

utilized in quick arrangements to give embellishments, for 

example, making sound and movement to spectators [5]. The 

principle of the fountain is to move water to make, and 

attractive water highlight shows. There are three fundamental 

considerations of a fountain; water source, display effects and 

pump.  The initial step is to distinguish the water supply 

accessible. In the event that there is no common water supply, 

it must be misleadingly filled and refilled from the central 

conduit. When the water source has been resolved, the 

subsequent stage is to set the water into the movement, what's 

more, to locate the correct water show. After the showcase 

impact and example of spouts are resolved, the determination 

of the main thrust of that point pursues [6-8]. In this work we 

design a fountain used for the stylish and diversion, when 

drawing shapes, pictures just as drawing words by water 

beads, this will astonish the watcher for this craftsmanship. 

This venture utilizes a large number of them utilized for 

decoration and pull in vacationers when putting in open spots, 

and shopping centers, and travelers' inns, as well as houses, 

where draws in individuals and inclinations to see him. 

In this paper the hardware and software parts of light fountain 

control system is designed and build using Arduino 

microcontroller, driver circuits and water valves. The software 

part consists of the visual basic language written in a PC 

device and C-Language written on Arduino device to control 

the falling water system. Section II deal with  , section III      

and conclusion is explained in section IV. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Back in 1971, when Fontana made its first fountain, it was 

something spectacular, something that attracted people to just 

stand and watch. For today’s standards, it was nothing special 
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really, it wasn’t even illuminated at night, but still, it was 

something worth admiring. Fountains have been around since 

the early Bronze Age in south-eastern Greece. These 

fountains have been attached on the springs and canals for 

drinking and bathing water for cities and villages. Over the 

years, they have become used as decorations in several 

regions besides being sources of water. By the end of the 19th 

century, many urban water fountains were constructed due to 

indoor plumbing became a standard feature. Gradually, 

fountains become seen as monuments to decorate the cities, 

for entertainment and honor cultural events. Recently, 

fountains have delightful features and some of these fountains 

work with the music by new technologies for processing 

musical sound signals [9]. The Pump Spark Fountain 

Development Kit is a prototyping tool that allows non-experts 

to quickly create complex systems. It was inspired by the 

success of other hardware development systems such as 

Arduino, Gadgeteer, and Parallax’s Basic Stamp [10 - 12]. 

These have empowered many to focus on the larger system 

design, rather than implementation details. Currently, those 

that wish to explore fluidic interfaces have no option but to 

immerse themselves in the tasks of selecting pumps, plumbing 

accessories and appropriate control systems. Many will be 

disappointed when they realize that pumps with internally 

controlled brushless motors are not compatible with standard 

motor controllers. We are in the process of arranging to make 

the Pump Spark kit commercially available to enable others to 

innovate in the creation of fluidic user interfaces. While it is 

not the intent of this work to provide a detailed review of 

fluidic interfaces, it is instructive to consider some examples. 

Arguably, the most famous water-display is that at the 

Bellagio Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada [13]. This 8-acre 

fountain was created by Wet Design, and features highly 

choreographed water movements, sound and light. Disney’s 

World of Color show at Disney California Adventure [14], 

another immensely popular water-based show, adds fire, 

projection, and a variety of other effects. Fluids are also often 

used to create ephemeral user interfaces [15]. These are 

interfaces that may last only a moment, such as text made 

from falling water, rising bubbles, or a momentary soap 

bubble. Examples include Space Printer [16], Bit. Fall [17], 

the Information Percolator [18], and Soap Bubble Interface 

[19]. Explorations have also taken advantage of the properties 

of water for indoor and outdoor gaming. Water Games [20] 

encouraged children to play together. In order to actuate a 

fountain, the children had to hold hands in a circle, and then 

rotate around the fountain. Water Ball Z [21] allowed kids and 

young adults to ‘fight’ each other in a virtual world using 

water streams to provide physical feedback without a 

wearable device. Casual Profanity [22] has shown a number 

of fluid sculptures. These use carefully woven, clear tubing, 

with segments of liquid pumped through. The effect is that of 

segments rapidly chasing as if through a maze. Submerging 

Technologies [23] consisted of three interactive water 

sculptures, each of which fundamentally used the water itself 

as the sensing element. The Tantalus fountain used water as a 

capacitive proximity detector to withdraw from an 

approaching hand. The Aqua-Harp and Touch Pond detected 

frustrated total internal reflection in a water waveguide, and 

reacted with sound and light respectively. A later project, 

Touch's [24], further explored the use of capacitive sensing in 

water. Water Touch [25] also uses a water waveguide, but 

adds depth information by using a camera to see the depth of 

finger penetration into the water. Aqua Top [26] turned water 

into an interactive surface display where users can interact 

with information projected on the water without using any 

electronic devices. A number of displays making use of water 

as a diffuser have also been proposed for entertainment and 

virtual reality [27]. Finally, Mann is well known for his water-

based, musical instruments. These include the Hyalophane 

[28] and the Water Hammer Piano [29]. In these instruments, 

interaction with the water creates the resonators that in turn 

produce the tones. 

3. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF 

A WATERFALL GRAPHIC DISPLAY 

SYSTEM 
In this section the waterfall display system is implemented on 

computer using the visual basic program. This program is 

designed to simulate the principle of the waterfall display 

system working and also to switch on and also to switch off 

24 valves used in hardware part of the system. This system is 

designed in order to study the relationship between the water 

fall speed and the appearance of the graphical shapes and the 

messages and also, to enhance the inter terminate and the 

appearance of the fountain in different forms of graphical 

shapes and messages. Fig. 1 shows the graphical shape for the 

user interface unit of the designed system. In the graphical 

user interface unit we found two ListBoxes: the right one 

contain some words represent some graphical shapes and 

some words to be display on the system and the left ListBox is 

used to display the chosen words from the right List Box. The 

words in left ListBox represent the current display graphical 

shape and words. Between the two list Boxes we found group 

of control tools. The first one is a ComboBox used to choose 

the current speed for the water fall. The Add Button is used to 

add any select word from right ListBox to the left ListBox. 

The Remove Button is used to delete any select word from the 

left ListBox. The View Button is used to simulate the water 

fall by displaying the graphical shapes and words in the Left 

Black screen. These shapes and words are display as red dots 

move down in the black screen. The Exit Button is used to 

close the application. The RUN Button is used to control turn 

on and turn off the 24 valves in the system according to the 

movement of the graphical shapes and the words in left black 

screen. 

The software used to simulate the water fall in hardware part 

of the system is written according to the following steps: 

1. Make a copy to any words from the right ListBox 

(graphical shapes or words) by selecting the chosen 

word and press the Add Button. 

2. Press View Button to display the chosen graphical 

shapes and words in the left black screen. The 

principle of displaying in the black screen is 

simulate the water fall in the hardware part of the 

system.  

3. Press RUN Button to manipulate the chosen words 

and sent the information byte by byte to 24 valve in 

hardware part of the system. 

Fig.2 shows the flow chart for the algorithm that implemented 

when press on the View Button and Fig. 3 shows the flow 

chart for the algorithm that implemented when press on the 

RUN Button. 
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Fig.1. A graphical user interface unit (GUI) for the waterfall display system. 
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Fig.2. The flow chart that simulate the water fall in 

hardware part. 

4. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

OF A WATERFALL GRAPHIC 

DISPLAY SYSTEM 
This section describes the design and structure the hardware 

part of the waterfall graphical display system. Fig. 4 shows 

the block diagram of the designed system. This diagram 

consist of several stages: The software part, the Arduino 

microcontroller, the relay driver and the valves.  

The software part is discussed in last section and the control 

program is written in visual basic language. Fig. 3 shows the 

flow chart for this program. This software manipulate the 

chosen word and supply the data to the microcontroller in 

Binary format. 

The Arduino microcontroller (Mega 2560) is programed using 

C Language to receive the data supply by the computer 

through the USB port. This microcontroller is connected to 

relay modules (24 Relays) through the digital I/O ports. The 

data sent from microcontroller to relays is programmed 

according the shapes that want to display by the falling water.  

Each relay in the relay module is connected to one valve 

through 5 volt supply. The switching on and of the 24 valves 

lead to display the falling water in discrete form which 

represent the shape of the word that want to show by the 

water. 

 

Fig.3. The flow chart of program that control the working 

of  the 24 valves in hardware part. 

 

Fig.4. the Main Control diagram of the different 

components 

The hardware part of the waterfall graphical display system 

has two parts: the mechanical structure and the main control 

board.  

A. The mechanical Structure of the Fountain 
The mechanical structure is designed to give a good view to 

the graphical shapes and words formed from the falling water. 
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This structure consists of iron (Fig. 5), designed in height (200 

cm) in order to display the shapes in a good view and 

designed in the width (160 cm) in order to carry (24 valves) 

on a regular basis. This structure has two tanksL one at the 

basis is used to store the falling water and the other at the top 

of the system to supply the valves by the water. An electrical 

bump is used to cyclic the water from the down tank to the 

upper one. 

 

Fig.5. the iron structure with its valves. 

B. The Main Control Board 
Control of the presentation of shapes and symbols and other 

devices through the Arduino (MEGA 2560), where the 

Arduino is pre-programmed by linking it with visual basic 

language. Fig.6 shows the diagram of the different 

components of the main group, with Arduino control being 

the brain of the project. It receives and manipulates the 

information received from the computer and transmits the 

manipulate data to the relays in the form of a logical 

indication to control the opening and closing of the valves 

connected with the relays. The flow chart for the Arduino 

microcontroller program is shown in Fig. 7.The schematic 

diagram to the main control unit is shown in Fig.8. 

 

 

Fig.6.the internal design of the iron structure of fountain. 

 

Fig.6.The algorithm of working the fountain. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS  
The design and implementation of a fountain graphic display 

system is introduced using Arduino microcontroller, relays 

and valves in hardware part and the microcomputer with 

visual basic program as the software part. To enhance the 

display of falling water a graphical user interface GUI system 

is designed in microcomputer to arrange the display of the 

graphical shapes and words in a beautiful manner.  The 

designed fountain project consists of several graphical shapes 
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and word programmed to display in any sequence using the 

water fall principle. Fig. 8 shows the first simulation to 

display the steps of viewing the word IRAQ. Also Fig. 9 

shows the same principle in displaying the graphical shape of 

the star.  

 
Fig.7. the schematic diagram of the proposed system. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Fountain design provides an excellent opportunity for 

multidisciplinary projects for engineering and art students. In 

this paper, detailed design of an indoor fountain with a special 

effect feature is presented to exemplify what can be done with 

fountains in educational settings. The result is simulated and 

repeated for different graphical shapes and different words 

and sentences. All the tested shapes and words show good 

viewing with accepted resolution. The fountain system is 

designed and tested with different speed in simulation form 

and also designed and tested in hardware system by changing 

the speed of sending the information to the control unit. This 

process leads to change the speed of switching the water 

valves. It is clear that in hardware design when the switching 

time is less than one second the resolution is minimize, 

because the flow of the water damage the style of movement. 

Also in software design we found that the best resolution at 

high speed is obtained when the distance from the computer 

increase. The using of 24 valve in hardware design give a 

good resolution for design different graphical shapes and as 

the number of valves increase the resolution also increase. 
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Fig.8.The steps of the IRAQ word movement 
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Fig.9.The steps of the star graphical shape movement 
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